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Abstract

A radar-based rainfall statistic demands high quality data that provide realistic pre-
cipitation amounts in space and time. Instead of correcting single radar images, we
developed a post-correction scheme for long-term composite radar data that corrects
corrupted areas, but preserves the original precipitation patterns.5

The post-correction scheme is based on a 5 year statistical analysis of radar compos-
ite data and its constituents. The accumulation of radar images reveals artificial effects
that are not visible in the individual radar images. Some of them are already inherent to
single radar data such as the effect of increasing beam height, beam blockage or clutter
remnants. More artificial effects are introduced in the process of compositing such as10

sharp gradients at the boundaries of overlapping areas due to different beam heights
and resolution. The cause of these disturbances, their behaviour with respect to reflec-
tivity level, season or altitude is analysed based on time-series of two radar products:
the single radar reflectivity product PX for each of the 16 radar systems of the German
Meteorological Service (DWD) for the time span 2000 to 2006 and the radar composite15

product RX of DWD from 2005 through to 2009. These statistics result in additional
quality information on radar data that is not available elsewhere.

The resulting robust characteristics of disturbances, e.g. the dependency of the fre-
quencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities on beam height, are then used as a basis
for the post-correction algorithm. The scheme comprises corrections for shading ef-20

fects and speckles, such as clutter remnants or overfiltering, as well as for systematic
differences in frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities between the near and
the far ranges of individual radar sites. An adjustment to rain gauges is also included.

Applying this correction, the Root-Mean-Square-Error for the comparison of radar
derived annual rain amounts with rain gauge data decreases from 1181 to 171 mm a−1

25

(application period: 2005, 2006 and 2009) and from 317 to 178 mm a−1 (validation pe-
riod: 2007, 2008). The entire correction scheme is applicable on an annual scale. The
correction of mean annual rain amounts derived from radar composite data for the
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whole period leads to an almost undisturbed and homogeneous distribution of rain
amounts for Germany.

1 Introduction

In literature, there is a wide range of precipitation climatologies, extending from the in-
vestigation of mean values to extreme value analysis. Gauge data as well as weather5

radar data provide appropriate data bases. Gauge data are suited for investigations that
focus on the local precipitation depth, e.g. in extreme value analyses. The advantages
of radar data are the spatial resolution and the geographical coverage. Accordingly,
long-term radar data possesses a high potential for analyses which aim at precipi-
tation patterns such as the occurrence of convective cells or the spatial distribution10

of intense precipitation. A variety of radar products based on cell-tracking algorithms
exists which provides this information, e.g. TITAN (Dixon and Wiener, 1993), KON-
RAD (Lang, 2001), SCIT (Johnson et al., 1998), CELLTRACK (Kyznarova and Novak,
2009) or TRACE3D (Handwerker, 2002). These products are called secondary radar
products as they extract certain information from a (primary) product or from radar15

based data. The advantage of these secondary radar products is that besides the in-
tended nowcasting of convective cells a large variety of information on convective cells
like cell-tracks, intense precipitation warnings or storm warnings is readily prepared.
This information can be statistically analysed e.g. with the goal of establishing hazard
maps. Goudenhoofdt and Delobbe (2013) show a comprehensive statistical analysis20

of convective storms based on 10 years of volumetric radar data processed by TITAN.
Other investigations of a radar climatology for extreme rainfall can be found in Overeem
et al. (2010), Wagner et al. (2006) and Bellon and Zawadzki (2003). Fabry et al. (2013)
give a short overview of what is possible regarding climatologies of radar composites
and typical problems that arise.25

A radar climatology demands a high degree of data quality and homogeneity as often
only small differences among spatial patterns are analysed. Any disturbances of these
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patterns may lead to misinterpretations and incorrect regional distinctions. A huge va-
riety of sources of errors for radar data exists. The uncertainty of deriving rain amounts
from radar measurements using a Z/R relationship is well known (Uijlenhoet et al.,
2003; Steiner et al., 2004). Errors of comparable magnitudes may be induced by the
influence of the melting layer (Bright Band) affecting huge parts of the radar image5

(Fabry and Zawadzki, 1995; Franco et al., 2006; Joss and Lee, 1995; Kitchen et al.,
1994; Koistinen, 1991; Krajewski et al., 2010; Sánchez-Diezma et al., 2000; Vignal
et al., 1999), especially in the temperate zone. Attenuation behind strong convective
cells, shading effects of buildings or mountains and artificial effects such as interfering
transmitters, the sun and dual PRF second-trip echoes lead to spokes in radar images.10

Non-meteorological echoes caused by birds, insects, airplanes, ships or windmills usu-
ally affect single pixel or a couple of pixels. Additionally, the geometry of weather radar
measurements has a significant influence on the quality and the comparability of radar
range-bins within one image. On the one hand, variations that are induced by natu-
ral differences of reflectivity and rain amounts at different altitudes, partial beam-filling,15

overshooting and transition from snow into rain are intensified by varying beam-width
and increasing altitudes of range-bins with distance from the radar site. On the other
hand, the probability that a radar pixel is influenced by shading or attenuation increases
with distance from the radar site.

Regarding radar composite data additional effects that are produced by the com-20

positing algorithm or by inconsistent calibrations of radar systems have to be taken into
account. One possible source of error in composite data is non-identical radar hard-
ware. But even if the same radar systems are used, the radar availability and calibration
may differ slightly. Various calibration techniques exist, e.g. using the sun (Holleman
et al., 2010) or a setup of disdrometers combined with a vertical weather radar beam25

(Frech, 2013). The main source of error emerges from the compositing algorithm itself.
For the German radar composite RX, the range-bins of the single radar measurements
in polar coordinates are projected to the Cartesian system of the composite. Moreover,
additional problems arise in overlapping areas of two or more radar systems, due to
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the maximum criterion used by DWD or to different beam heights at the boundaries.
That is why overlapping areas are analysed separately from single radar areas. Be-
cause of these problems, the data quality of uncorrected radar products is usually not
high enough to provide a reliable basis for a radar climatology so additional corrections
are required. Advanced correction algorithms on single radar images are very flexible,5

taking into account the current weather situation and may correct single effects like
attenuation or clutter-effects from non-meteorological echoes. Different correction al-
gorithms exist which try to reconstruct the true rain patterns in clutter affected areas
(Park and Berenguer, 2013; Anderson-Frey and Fabry, 2013). These authors, addition-
ally to the adjacent uncorrupted pixels of one radar image, also take into account the10

previous and the following radar images. In this way a spatial and temporal interpola-
tion is realised. Many studies rely on the corrections on single radar images only, even
for a radar climatology (Overeem et al., 2009). But for a radar climatology there is a risk
that small remaining deviations may be accumulated for a longer timescale and lead
to major errors (Holleman, 2007; Wagner et al., 2012). Furthermore, some corrections15

are not applied in DWD, e.g. VRP-correction algorithms for single radar data or com-
posite data (Koistinen et al., 2003). So roughly all deviations resulting from increasing
beam-width and increasing altitudes of radar range-bins still exist in these products.
For secondary radar products a re-processing of corrected reflectivity data is usually
not possible and the correction algorithms for single radar images are often not appli-20

cable to secondary radar products. Regarding radar composites additional corrections
are necessary.

To overcome these problems we developed a post-correction algorithm. The ap-
proach is to focus on the total of disturbances within composite data and not on distur-
bances in single images. So the mean systematic variations within composite data are25

corrected this way. This includes frequently occurring disturbances. A statistical analy-
sis of disturbances within accumulated radar data for several years is required as such
corrections are not physically based. The aim of this analysis is to identify disturbances
and investigate their spatial and temporal behaviour. Knowing the characteristics of
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these disturbances, dependencies such as the relationship between rain amounts and
beam elevation is used within the correction scheme.

The post-correction scheme is based on these results. It has been developed for
long-term radar data to correct disturbed areas preserving the true precipitation pat-
terns as far as possible. The proposed scheme is not a substitute for common correc-5

tion algorithms on single radar images, but may become an additional valuable means
of correction for radar climatology, especially if the analysed product still has some
limitations in quality because of missing correction schemes.

The article is organised as follows: the radar data, the validation data and the inves-
tigation area are presented in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 the statistical analysis of disturbances10

within radar data is described, including the used method and the main assumptions.
The findings of the statistical analysis are used to develop a post-correction algorithm
for a radar climatology. The method and the validation of the correction scheme with
the help of interpolated rain gauge data are presented in Sect. 4.

2 Data15

The investigation area is the whole of Germany with the Alps in the very southern part,
the Central German Uplands in the southern and mid parts and the Northern Lowland
with the coasts of the Baltic Sea and the North Sea.

2.1 Radar composite RX

This area is covered by the German radar composite RX, a mosaic of 16 operational20

dopplerised C-Band weather radar systems of the German Meteorological Service.
In Table 1 an overview of important local specifics of the 16 contributing German

radar sites is given. The name and abbreviation of the radar site is used to identify the
radar site. The altitude of the site and the minimum and maximum radar elevation at
a distance of 128 km from the radar site allows to interpret differences within the com-25
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posite. Each weather radar run the same scan pattern: a volume scan consisting of 23
elevations (18 Doppler scans with dual PRF and 5 intensity scans with 250 km range)
every 15 min and a terrain-following precipitation scan with 128 km range every 5 min.
The RX product with 256 classes (−31.5 to 95.5 dBZ) has a resolution of 0.5 dB. It is
based on the terrain-following precipitation scan of up to 16 radar systems and displays5

a high temporal and spatial resolution (5 min; 1km×1 km) projected on a 900×900
Cartesian grid. This product has been continuously available since 2004/2005. The
evaluation period for this product lasts from 2005 to 2009. In Fig. 1 the whole cover-
age of the RX radar composite is illustrated. The maximum ranges of each of the 16
contributing radar systems are marked by black rings, the location of the sites are rep-10

resented by its abbreviation in white letters. The colours indicate the mean altitude of
each composite pixel above the radar site. For the comparison of two radar systems
the altitude of each radar site has to be taken into account, but it is neglected in this
figure. The red points mark the precipitation gauges that were used for the evaluation.
The yellow points represent additional rain gauge locations used for the adjustment15

step of the correction algorithm.

2.2 Single radar product PX

A second radar product which is analysed is the local reflectivity product PX with six
levels and a spatial resolution of 1km×1 km. A threshold of 1 dBZ in winter and 7 dBZ in
summer is used for level 1 (see Table 2). It is also based on the precipitation scan with20

an availability every 5 min since the year 2000 for all radar sites. The evaluation range
was set to 100 km because until 2005 the maximum range of the PX product was only
100 km. This product is used to analyse the influence of beam-broadening and increas-
ing altitude of radar range-bins with distance from the radar site and permanent clutter
effects for each of the 16 weather radar. The evaluation period was 2000–2006. The25

advantage of the additional use of single radar images is that the whole radar image
can be investigated so that even gradual deviations may become apparent. Further-
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more it may be clarified if artificial patterns in composites can be explained by clutter
effects in single radar images.

The raw data used to create both RX and PX products undergo the usual correc-
tions within the signal processor, e.g. Doppler filtering (since 2004), clutter correction,
speckle remover, and thresholding for noise (LOG) and signal quality (SQI). The avail-5

ability of the PX product was about 80–85 % before 2006 and over 90 % afterwards.

2.3 Rain gauge data

Monthly data of 1260 rain gauges (tipping-buckets and rain collectors) from DWD for
Germany were available for the adjustment of radar data and for validation purposes.
These data are quality controlled according to DWD quality standards. Not all of them10

cover the whole period from 2005 to 2009 or accomplish additional quality controls.
Additionally, the rain gauge data was manually controlled regarding limit exceedance
of monthly and annual mean values and was intercompared to adjacent rain gauges.
A total between 621 and 1040 rain gauges meets the above criteria, differing from year
to year.15

3 Analysis of disturbances in radar composites

3.1 Methods for the analysis of disturbances

Radar images, both of rain amounts as well as of frequencies of occurrence of cer-
tain radar reflectivities are accumulated for several years. The rain amounts are cal-
culated from radar reflectivities by a three-part Z/R relationship (cf. Table 3) (Bartels20

et al., 2004). The resulting data are the basis for the statistical analysis and the correc-
tion algorithm, presented in the following. For the analysis of single radar images the
frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities of the PX product derived from the 16
radar systems are used. Deviations in these images, which are not naturally induced,
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can be ascribed to frequent clutter effects (after filtering) or systematic variations be-
cause of measuring effects. These effects are investigated in a four-step statistical
analysis:

3.1.1 Step 1

The first step of the statistical analysis is to separate uncorrupted and obviously5

corrupted pixels in accumulated single radar images. Two groups of corrupted pix-
els become apparent: the first one comprises clutter pixels mainly caused by non-
meteorological echoes while the second one is made up of spokes due to shading
effects by obstacles near the radar site. For the clutter pixels empirical frequencies
thresholds are used to obtain a first coarse separation. Then a buffer of 2 km around10

the identified corrupted pixel is used to spatially extend the reach of certain clutter ef-
fects. The residual pixels are further explored for corrupted pixels using histograms,
empirical distributions and a manual separation by thresholds. For the separation of
spokes from uncorrupted pixels all pixels of one azimuth are treated jointly as their
source of error is the same. If the median of the frequency of occurrence of radar re-15

flectivities of adjacent azimuth angles differs by more than 10 % this usually suggests
a spoke, but can also easily be checked visually.

3.1.2 Step 2

The patterns of identified corrupted pixels (clutter and spokes) are explored in terms of
their basic source, their temporal and spatial behaviour and in terms of the dependency20

on the reflectivity level, as described in Wagner et al. (2012).

3.1.3 Step 3

The uncorrupted radar pixels are inspected whether an influence of the increasing
beam height and -width with distance from the radar site exists (variation with altitude).
Measurements at low ranges from the radar site should be comparable to those at far25
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ranges on average. Any dependencies can be linearly addressed and are regarded as
bias. Therefore, the median of frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities in each
altitude class (one class per 100 m) is calculated and plotted vs. height. Plotting all
frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities against height would lead to a dense
point cloud as naturally induced precipitation patterns usually show variations, whereas5

the median provide the mean behaviour with height.
Many patterns and disturbances in radar images depend on the reflectivity level.

Therefore, three reflectivity levels are chosen which represent the variety of precipita-
tion intensities:

– level 1 for light rain (and snow)10

– level 3 for moderate rain

– level 5 for heavy rain

The reliability of frequency patterns in radar images depends on the total amount of
frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities. For level 1 the patterns are highly
stable whereas for level 5 single rain events still may influence these patterns.15

3.1.4 Step 4

The last step is the analysis of composite data. The disturbed and undisturbed areas
were adopted from single radar analysis. Where appropriate, only those measurements
are used where all single radars contribute to the composite to remove effects of radar
availability. The investigation of effects of different coordinate conversion methods as20

well as the comparison of rain amounts between adjacent radar sites and between
single radar areas and overlapping areas is only qualitatively performed. To derive the
preferred allocation of pixels to one radar system within overlapping areas the depen-
dency of frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities or rain amount with height is
used, based on measurements. Similar to single radar measurements, the median of25

frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities of undisturbed pixels in each distance
1774
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class (one class per 5 km) within one overlapping area is calculated and plotted vs.
height for each contributing radar system.

3.2 Results of the analysis of disturbances in radar composites

3.2.1 Investigation of single radar data PX

Clutter5

In Wagner et al. (2012) a detailed analysis on clutter and variations of reflectivities
with height for the Munich weather radar is presented. So only a brief description of
these effects is given here, but exemplarily showing now results of the analysis of the
Hamburg radar.

The influence of clutter in the accumulated radar images can be seen by a sharp gra-10

dient between single pixels or pixel groups and the adjacent radar pixels. Two counter-
acting processes influence the accumulated rain amounts or frequencies of occurrence
of radar reflectivities, both attributed to clutter. The first one is insufficiently corrected
clutter resulting in higher rain amounts and counts. The second one is thresholded
data resulting in lower amounts and counts. Since 2004 Doppler IIR-filtering (Infinite15

Impulse Response) for clutter correction is used for all radar systems at the DWD.
This correction provides good results for obstacles eliminating signals with a velocity
of about 0 ms−1 in the Doppler spectrum. The relative power difference between the
filtered and the unfiltered time series is calculated and then subtracted from the out-
put reflectivity. If this clutter correction parameter CCOR is large, the retrieval of rain20

echoes fails and the measurement is discarded. As a consequence, the influence of
clutter decreases with higher reflectivities which can be seen in Fig. 2. Figure 2 shows
the total of frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities for level 1 (left), level 3
(middle) and level 5 (right) for the Hamburg radar based on the PX product from 2000
to 2006. The clutter near the radar site is mainly produced by obstacles in the city of25

Hamburg. The number of affected pixels decreases significantly from level 1 to level 5.
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Clutter that is produced by moving echoes caused by insects, birds, wind turbines or
ships cannot be corrected efficiently by this correction method. Additionally, ships have
different cross sections, so the produced clutter is variable. For the Hamburg radar,
clutter influence from ships becomes obvious at the river Elbe but only for higher re-
flectivities. Compared to buildings, clutter from ships is not a permanent phenomenon.5

So the frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities of each level play an important
role. For high frequencies (Fig. 2, left), the ship-clutter is negligible whereas for low
frequencies (Fig. 2, right) it becomes a dominant pattern.

Spokes

Different sources and types of spokes in radar images exist. Positive spokes usually10

originate from other emitters like the sun or from second-trip-echoes under dual PRF.
But the frequency of these spokes is usually too small to become statistically signif-
icant. The spokes in Figs. 2 and 4 are negative spokes caused by shading effects
behind buildings near the radar site. Only a certain part of the power is available for
measurements behind these obstacles resulting in lower reflectivities. This affects all15

pixels of one azimuth in a similar way. So for detection, pixels of one azimuth should
be regarded jointly. For the correction, a differentiation between spokes with or without
rain patterns is useful. This is done visually.

Variation with altitude

The classified uncorrupted radar pixels show significant differences of frequencies of20

occurrence of radar reflectivities close and far from the radar site. These discrepancies
are attributable to the interaction of measuring effects and natural variations of reflec-
tivity with height. The main measuring effects are the increasing range-bin height and
-size with altitude from the radar site. Natural variations are caused by the transition
from snow to rain, the varying vertical extension of rain echoes or the influence of the25

Bright Band. These natural variations vary temporally and they depend on the type of
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precipitation and on the temperature (Wagner et al., 2012). Here only the annual data
of all radar sites are investigated.

Figure 3 gives an overview of the frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities
per altitude for the Hamburg weather radar based on the accumulated PX product from
2000 to 2006 for reflectivity levels 1 (left), 3 (middle) and 5 (right). Ignoring the clutter5

affected inner part of the radar image, a linear decrease of the frequencies of occur-
rence of radar reflectivities with height becomes apparent for all reflectivity levels. This
decrease with height is different for each level, ranging from 10 % km−1 height for level
1 to 16 % km−1 height for level 3 and 25 % km−1 height for level 5. To explain these dis-
crepancies the interaction of meteorology and measuring effects has to be examined.10

Reflectivities decrease with height on average. Regarding radar measurements, a shift
of frequencies results with higher reflectivities near the radar site and smaller reflectiv-
ities at far ranges. Snow and light rain only show low vertical extensions of rain echoes
but usually a high horizontal homogeneity. So the dependency of the reflectivity value
on height is important. Partial beam filling and overshooting results for higher altitudes.15

The increase of the range-bin-size with distance from the radar for small reflectivities is
probably not as significant as for high ones. High reflectivities can be associated with
small scale convective rain types showing a high vertical homogeneity. But often this
rain type cannot be adequately resolved and leads to higher decreases at far ranges
from the radar site than at low ranges. So the higher reflectivity values depend less on20

the altitude, but strongly on the range-bin size. For the Munich weather radar the high
altitudes exclude the measurement of especially light rain types at far ranges. Addi-
tionally, the varying beam angle conceals the dependence on the range-bin size. Both
effects may intensify the decrease of the frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectiv-
ities of light rain or weaken the decrease for higher reflectivities. Local differences in25

meteorological or radar site specific conditions like the altitude of the radar site com-
pared to the environment may play a certain role as well. The analysis of the data
derived from the 14 residual radar systems does not allow a clear interpretation.
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3.2.2 Investigation of composite radar data RX

Figure 4 shows the mean annual rain amount for Germany based on the RX composite
data from 2005 to 2009. Some particular features and anomalies become apparent that
do not originate from precipitation. High “rain amounts” due to the influence of clutter
close to the radar sites and negative spokes around radar sites are visible. Near the5

coasts of the North and Baltic Sea, lines of clutter are produced by ships. All of the radar
systems reveal a greater or lesser decrease of rain amount with distance from the radar
site. In addition, there are some compositing shortcomings. Adjacent radar systems
e.g. the Emden radar in the very north-west of Germany and the Hamburg radar to the
east of the Emden radar, show significant differences in rain amount. Furthermore, the10

boundaries of the overlapping areas of several radar systems are visible because of
the tendency of higher rain amounts in all overlapping areas compared to single radar
areas.

Figure 5 gives an overview of the main types of disturbances in the RX composite
data. Single radar areas are marked white whereas overlapping areas are marked in15

different blue colours revealing the varying number of contributing radar systems. The
yellow colour indicates the spokes which still include precipitation patterns. The red
colour marks clutter.

In the following, these patterns and disturbances are analysed and evaluated that
are caused by the compositing algorithm, based on the RX composite data from 200520

to 2009.

Effects of the coordinate conversion method

If several range-bins of one or more radar systems match a composite pixel, the max-
imum criterion is used to decide which range-bin is used. Until 2006 the so-called
“push”-procedure was applied, which leads together with the maximum criterion to the25

extension of high range-bin values to up to 9 Cartesian pixels (Weigl and Winterrath,
2010). Besides the tendency of overestimation of reflectivity, ring structures around
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radar sites in accumulated radar images result. In Fig. 6 the annual rain amount for the
years 2005 and 2006 of the RX composite show these rings at distances of approx-
imately 9, 25.5 and 81 km. Moving from the radar site to the outer part of the radar
coverage, the rain amounts usually decrease. But when the distances of these rings
are reached, the rain amounts increase abruptly. Additionally, small-scale variations of5

rain amounts subject to the position of the radar beam compared to the Cartesian grid
are likely; they are responsible for the grainy or pixelated patterns. A correction of this
effect is not considered. Since 2007 the “pull”-procedure ensures better results as only
one fixed range-bin is used for each composite pixel. Only for the overlapping area of
several radar sites the maximum criterion still exists.10

Higher rain amounts in overlapping areas

The varying availability of radar data from different radar sites and the maximum cri-
terion are possible reasons for the clear visibility of overlapping areas showing higher
rain amounts. As to determine the effect of the maximum criterion, only those com-
posite data are accumulated, where all radar systems contribute. The total of 518 69015

measurements decreases by 29 % to 369 320 measurements in this way, even when
most of the time only one radar system is missing. The availability for each radar sys-
tem is usually over 90 %. Figure 4 (right) shows the mean annual rain amount for these
measurements. Compared to Fig. 4 (left) no significant differences of the precipitation
patterns become obvious. Again, the overlapping areas show higher rain rates than20

expected from the adjacent single radar areas and the sharp boundaries are visible.
As a consequence, the maximum criterion seems to be mainly responsible for these
patterns. In addition, the differences of rain amounts between adjacent radar systems
remain. For the correction algorithm it can be concluded that the overlapping areas
have to be examined and corrected separately.25
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Variation with altitude in overlapping areas

For each measurement and each pixel within overlapping areas of the composite, the
maximum criterion decides which radar system provides the range-bin value. This im-
pedes the post-correction for altitude of these areas. On average, a preferred allocation
of a radar system for each pixel results. Again the decrease of the frequencies of oc-5

currence of radar reflectivities with altitude is used to realise this allocation which has
already been explained in Sect. 3.1. The intersection of two radar systems usually
leads to a characteristic behaviour of the frequencies of occurrence of radar reflec-
tivities with distance from the radar site. An example of an arbitrary overlapping area
shall illustrate this behaviour: Fig. 7 shows the overlapping areas of two contributing10

radar systems for level 1, level 3 and level 5. The black crosses mark the frequency of
occurrence of these three reflectivity levels with distance from each radar site. The red
crosses indicate their median for equidistant distance classes (5 km). Pixels within the
range of negative gradients imply an allocation to the considered radar system whereas
positive gradients mean the opposite. The turning-point marks the transition, where it is15

statistically uncertain to which radar systems the measured value mainly belongs. For
overlapping areas with three or four contributing weather radar systems the interpreta-
tion of the diagrams is similar. Figure 8 reveals an example for an overlapping area of
three radar systems for level 3.

These gradients vary depending on the availability of the contributing radar systems20

and many overlapping areas are too small to derive robust values for these gradients.
Fortunately, the turning points (area of transition) in Figs. 7 and 8 represent stable
patterns for all levels. Knowing the areas of transition for all of the 76 overlapping areas,
a map of “core-competence” for each composite pixel is derived. Figure 9 shows this
map. Pixels with the same colour show a statistical derived allocation to the same radar25

site of more than 50 %.
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4 Development and validation of a correction scheme

4.1 Development of a correction scheme

4.1.1 Modules of the correction scheme

Based on this knowledge of disturbance processes we design a modular concept to
correct these deviations. The correction algorithm consists of four modules which have5

been introduced in Wagner et al., 2012: (1) the altitude correction, (2) a correction
of spokes which still include precipitation patterns, (3) the adjustment to rain gauge
data and (4) the correction of clutter affected pixels. The altitude correction (module 1)
eliminates the effects of different elevation angles of the terrain-following scan so that
the adjustment of spokes (module 2) is based on a more homogeneous data basis. For10

the following modules, the number of uncorrupted and corrected pixels influences the
quality of the correction as those pixels were used for the adjustment to rain gauges
(module 3). So it is obvious to perform this correction step directly following the altitude
correction. Pixels with clutter (module 4) are corrected as a last step of the correction
scheme. As these pixels are not used for adjustment in module 3, the best results15

are achieved when the surrounding pixels are corrected as far as possible. The single
radar areas are handled separately from the overlapping areas and are discussed first.
For the single radar areas the results of the single radar data analysis are checked,
transferred, and if necessary modified.

4.1.2 Single radar areas20

Module 1: altitude correction

The altitude correction basically corrects for systematic difference in reflectivity at close
and far ranges. Here, only the net effect on an annual basis is corrected. For each of
the 16 radar sites a mean decrease of frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities
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with height is calculated according to Sect. 3.2.1, based on each reflectivity level of the
single radar PX product. For most of the 16 radar systems, the frequency of occurrence
of radar reflectivities is not only dependent on altitude, but also on reflectivity. For the
correction, a gradual approach is followed: first, the linear relationship between the
frequency of occurrence of radar reflectivities and altitude leads to a correction factor.5

Then this correction factor is varied with reflectivity.
Equation (1) shows the simple regression equation with the mean slope m and the

height h. Y is the frequency of occurrence of radar reflectivities and Y0 can be regarded
as the calculated frequency of occurrence of radar reflectivities at ground level:

Y =m ·h+ Y0. (1)10

The correction factor describes the mean variation of the frequency of occurrence of
radar reflectivities and can be calculated by the ratio of m and Y0:

fcor =
m
Y0

. (2)

This correction factor is calculated for all of the six reflectivity levels of the PX product
and for all of the 16 radar sites. Again, the variation of the correction factor with reflec-15

tivity in logarithmic scale (dBZ) can be described by a linear relationship. Reflectivity
level 1 behaves slightly different from the other levels. This may partially be attributed to
the higher influence of snow. Using Eq. (3), the altitude correction for each pixel results
in:

Y0 =
Y

(h · fcor +1)
. (3)20

Finally the equations are transferred to the radar composite and are slightly modified if
e.g. the elevation angle of one radar system has changed since 2006. This correction
is based on the frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities for each pixel of the
single radar areas in the composite data for the years 2005, 2006 and 2009.
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Module 2: spokes including rain patterns

The next module focuses on the correction of negative spokes which show compara-
ble precipitation patterns as adjacent undisturbed spokes (non-zero negative spokes).
Here we rely on the recognition of these spokes in the statistical analysis (see Sect. 3).
The correction proceeds azimuthally by calculating the median of the rain amount or5

of the frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivities for each azimuth. The median of
the affected azimuth is compared to the adjacent 10 uncorrupted spokes which results
in a correction factor. This correction factor is multiplied by the value of each pixel of the
same azimuth. Thus, the rain pattern within a spoke is not influenced, but the blocked
part of the radiation is compensated for.10

Module 3: adjustment to rain gauge data

The adjustment to rain gauge data is effected in the third module. Monthly rain gauge
data for the time span 2005 to 2009 were quality checked, aggregated to mean annual
values and finally interpolated to the same grid as the radar composite radar data. An
external drift-kriging technique based on altitude as drift variable is applied. The GSLIB15

libraries (Deutsch and Journel, 1992) are used for this task. Rainfall data usually have
a high variation in time and in space, but on a longer temporal scale rainfall is primarily
dependent on altitude. So, annual values of gauge data are interpolated. Tests show
that the interpolation of monthly data leads to comparable results. But the dependency
on absolute values of the altitude tends to overestimate the rain amounts at the summit20

locations. Better results can be achieved by using the square root of the altitude as drift-
variable (Beck, 2013). The rain gauge data were converted to logarithmic values before
the interpolation to get at least log-normally distributed values. This is not a mandatory
precondition, but the quality and the reliability of the results of the interpolation is im-
proved. Additionally, the estimation of the Kriging variance and the calculation of the25

confidence interval are deducible if the data is normally distributed. The quality of the
interpolation results is closely related to the quality of the rain gauge data and to the
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density of the monitoring network. The patterns of the terrain structure dominate the
interpolated rain patterns especially if the network’s density of rain gauges is low. Nat-
urally induced variations of rain amount like windward and leeward effects cannot be
adequately considered. Therefore, spatial patterns of interpolated data usually have
limitations. The south-eastern part of Germany within the Alps is omitted, because the5

radar data is strongly affected by clutter or shading effects and the interpolated rain
gauge data also show a limited reliability.

For each single radar area the median of all associated radar pixels and the median
for all corresponding interpolated rain gauge pixels are calculated, compared and finally
lead to an individual correction factor. In this way, radar systems that are calibrated10

differently are adjusted to the same independent data basis.

Module 4: clutter

The last module of the correction scheme is the distance-weighted interpolation of
clutter affected pixels by surrounded pixels and is performed after the correction of the
overlapping areas.15

4.1.3 Overlapping areas

For the correction of the overlapping areas the same modules are used in principle, but
specific modifications are performed.

Module 1: altitude correction

The altitude correction is identical to the single radar areas. But more than one radar20

system contributes to these areas. So the results are 2 to 4 values per pixel depending
on the number of contributing radar systems. An extension of the correction algorithm
is necessary, that we call the “internal adjustment” (module 3a). This also applies for
the correction of spokes.
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Module 2: spokes

Based on the results of the altitude correction, spokes are corrected in the same way
for the overlapping areas as for the single radar areas. But overlapping areas and sin-
gle radar areas are handled separately even though the same spoke is regarded. Each
spoke can be allocated to one radar site. So it is highly likely, that within this shaded5

area the measurements of other overlapping radar sites have been used. This is true
for spokes with and without patterns. Even though the transition area within a spoke
may vary accordingly to some extent, this is neglected for the correction. This uncer-
tainty has to be accepted as these areas are too small to be analysed in a reasonable
way. The results after using this correction algorithm support this approximation (see10

Sect. 4.2).

Module 3a: internal adjustment

The internal adjustment aims at intersecting the multilayer results in the overlapping
areas avoiding gradients. For each pixel in the overlapping area, a percentage alloca-
tion to each contributing radar system is realised, based on the map in Fig. 9. As a first15

approximation, the transition area between two radar systems is set to a percentage
of 50 % for each radar system, whereas the pixels with the minimum distance to either
radar site are set to a percentage of 100 %. The percentages of the residual pixels of
the radar systems are derived by distance-weighted interpolation. These proportions
are regarded to be static as long as the scan strategies did not change. Individual cor-20

rections of two or more radar systems were homogenized by using these proportions.

Module 3b: external adjustment

In case of a percentage of 100 % to one radar site for the boundary of an overlapping
area, this boundary should not be visible in Fig. 4. So, the next module is the “ex-
ternal adjustment”. It comprises more than the usual adjustment of radar data to rain25
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gauge data. The aim of the correction scheme is to avoid abrupt non-meteorologically
gradients and simultaneously preserve the local rain patterns. Therefore, a stepwise
adjustment to already adjusted areas is realised. Firstly, the overlapping areas of two
radar systems are considered. The boundaries of overlapping areas and adjacent sin-
gle radar already adjusted areas are compared. Hence, the medians of 2 to 3 rows of5

pixels at the boundaries are calculated and compared. In this way, a correction factor
is derived for each of these boundaries. Finally, these correction factors are calculated
for the whole overlapping area using the static proportions derived previously for the
internal adjustment. For the external adjustment of three overlapping radar systems the
single radar areas and the recently adjusted overlapping areas of two radar systems10

are the basis of comparison to derive the correction factors, etc. So, the correction fac-
tor includes the common adjustment to rain gauges as well as the varying percentage
of contributing radar systems at the boundaries of the overlapping areas. The correc-
tion factor directly depends on the data that is to be corrected and therefore it is not
static.15

Module 4: clutter

The correction of clutter comprises all pixels that are massively corrupted, which means
that the true rain patterns are not visible or are not reliable anymore. As a temporal
interpolation is hardly possible regarding radar climatology, only a spatial interpolation
is implemented considering all uncorrupted pixels within an area of 10 to 20 km around20

the clutter affected pixels.

4.2 Evaluation of the correction scheme

The time-series of composite radar data from 2005 to 2009 is splitted into two parts
for the evaluation of the correction algorithm. The application period covers the years
2005, 2006 and 2009. The validation period is based on the data from 2007 and 2008.25

Data from 516 rain gauges, which are continuously available and quality proofed, are
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the basis of comparison. On an annual basis, the rain gauge data are opposed to the
rain amount derived from the spatially corresponding 9-pixel-value of the radar mea-
surements. The 516 rain gauges applied here are a subset of the stations used for the
step of adjustment of the correction algorithm and therefore are not independent from
the data used for the correction (up to 1040 rain gauges). The data of the application5

period is used to modify the correction factors of the altitude correction for the radar
composite, if necessary. The consistency between rain gauge data and radar data is
shown in the scatter-plot in Fig. 10 and the Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE) between
those two datasets is calculated. Additionally, the spatial distribution of annual rain
amounts derived from uncorrected and corrected radar data is opposed to interpolated10

rain gauge data (basis for adjustment) in Fig. 11.
According to Fig. 10 (top), a clear relation between radar data and rain gauge is rea-

sonable, but the dispersion is very high for the application period. A significant overes-
timation of annual rain amounts based on the radar data compared to rain gauge data
becomes apparent. An RMSE of 1181 mma−1 is calculated. For the validation period15

the overestimation of annual rain amounts by the radar data as well as the dispersion
in the scatter plot (Fig. 10 bottom) are lower, resulting in an RMSE of only 317 mm per
year. One reason for these differences may originate from the “push”-technique which
was used for compositing the single radar images until 2006. This technique induces
spatial inconsistencies (cf. Sect. 3.2.2) and may lead to further deviations of radar20

data and rain gauge data. After the correction of radar data, the RMSEs decrease to
171 mma−1 for the application period and 178 mma−1 for the validation period and are
therefore comparable. The dispersion of pairs of values of radar data and rain gauge
data in the scatter plot after the correction reveals no systematic differences between
these two data sets. According to these results, the correction algorithm is also applica-25

ble to other time periods. The spatial distributions of rain amounts in Fig. 11 support this
finding. The uncorrected radar data at the top show a variety of clutter effects, measur-
ing effects and differences between radar sites. After the correction, a homogeneous
distribution of rain amounts in the middle results, eliminating disturbances efficiently.
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Minor disturbances may remain but the high consistency of rain amounts derived from
radar data and from rain gauge data (bottom) becomes obvious. Certain differences
between those two data sets are probable as the quality of rain gauge data and the
quality of its interpolation results are also limited.

We also evaluate a more in-depth analysis of the radar data and the corresponding5

interpolated rain gauge data for the whole time period between 2005 and 2009. Box
and Whisker diagrams are used to show the relative difference in percent of the an-
nual rain amount derived from radar data and that of interpolated rain gauge data for
all spatially corresponding pixels. In addition, the data sets are sub-divided spatially
according to what radar site the data originated from and whether a pixel lies within an10

area of overlapping radar systems or within a single radar area. The allocation of pixels
in overlapping areas to a certain radar site is realised according to Fig. 9. In that way,
16 plots, each containing 4 Box–Whisker-plots, are created. On the left hand side of
each plot in Fig. 12 the pixels within single radar areas of uncorrected and corrected
pairs of values are shown and on the right hand side the uncorrected and corrected15

pairs of values of pixels within areas of overlapping radar systems can be seen. The
median is presented as a thick black line within a grey box. The grey box indicates the
central 50 % of pairs of values.

Regarding the uncorrected radar data values, the plots show an overestimation of
annual rain amounts for each radar site by the radar data compared to rain gauge20

data. The radar sites of Emden, Neuhaus, Neuheilenbach and Munich provide results
of only a very slight discrepancy between both data sets. Whereas radar sites in or
near bigger cities like the radar sites of Hamburg, Berlin or Frankfurt show differences
of 50 % or more regarding annual rain amounts. The influence of clutter in cities plays
an important role there. But clutter effects alone cannot explain the differences between25

adjacent radar sites. The central 50 % of radar pixels (grey box) within the single radar
area of the Emden radar site show lower discrepancies to rain gauge data than the
central 50 % of radar pixels of the radar site of Hamburg. The plots clearly highlight
these differences among radar sites due to the causes investigated in Sect. 3.2. But
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one also has to take into account that the size of the single radar area for each radar
site in the radar composite varies.

Regarding the pixels in overlapping areas, the overestimation of rain amounts by the
radar data is even more distinct, although the frequencies of occurrence of radar reflec-
tivities and hence the rain amount decrease with range-bin height, especially within the5

outer parts of single radar images. As explained earlier, the maximum criterion used
for compositing single radar images enhanced by the higher data availability seems to
be responsible for this effect.

The median of annual rain amounts of pixels within single radar areas of corrected
radar data should only show minor deviations from the corresponding rain amounts10

of rain gauge data because of the adjustment step. Differences can be assigned to
interpolated radar pixels due to clutter effects, which are neglected for the correction
step of adjustment. Pixels within overlapping areas are only adjusted at the boundaries
to already adjusted areas. Nevertheless, the median of annual rain amounts of radar
data and of rain gauge data shows a high consistency there. The Berlin radar site15

marks the maximum deviation between both data sets (+17 %), because the density of
rain gauges and the number of pixels within the Berlin’s radar overlapping area is low.
Furthermore, differences of rain patterns between interpolated rain gauge data and
measured radar data are probable.

5 Conclusions20

In this study a statistical analysis of 5 years of accumulated radar composite data is
presented, revealing systematic deviations within these images. A mean correction,
applicable to climatological investigations, was derived from these results.

For the statistical analysis any disturbances which are already apparent within single
radar images were of minor interest. The focus was on the analysis of systematic side-25

effects caused by the compositing algorithm, especially within the overlapping area
of different radar systems. DWD’s maximum criterion used for compositing results in
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higher rain amounts within overlapping areas than in adjacent single radar areas and
leads to sharp gradients at the boundaries of the overlapping areas. Additionally, the
“push”-procedure, which was used until 2006, caused significant disturbances of the
measured rain patterns.

Regarding the correction algorithm, the crucial point is the correction within the over-5

lapping areas. Being a transition area from one radar site to the next, they are adjusted
at each boundary to the respective adjacent single radar areas. In order to maintain
the measured rain patterns, only large-scale adjustments on the basis of the median
are implemented. The application of the correction algorithm shows a decrease of the
RMSE from 1181 to 171 mma−1 for the comparison of annual rain amounts with rain10

gauge data for the application period (2005, 2006 and 2009). The result of the correc-
tion algorithm is an almost undisturbed and homogeneous radar image with individual
rain patterns.

The correction algorithm is designed for radar climatologies and investigations on
at least an annual scale. As the algorithm is partly based on static correction coef-15

ficients or static spatial maps, the question may arise as to the impact of changing
measuring settings. The correction coefficients of the altitude correction are insensitive
to a modification of the scan strategy as long as the beam elevations remain in almost
the same range. Such a modification of the scan strategy may influence the static map
of the allocation of pixels to a single radar system. But a readjustment can easily be20

done, whereas a modification of the maximum range of the single radar measurements
(e.g. 128 to 150 km, DWD 2010) would require elaborate adjustments: the size of the
overlapping areas as well as the total amount of overlapping areas would change and
therefore they would have to be re-analysed.

The correction algorithm is not only applicable to annual rain amounts but also to25

a selected range of rain intensities. E.g. the patterns of the distribution of intense rain
may quantitatively be corrected, taking into account the ratio of the rain amount of
a certain range of rain intensities and the total rain amount. A correction of frequen-
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cies of occurrence of certain rain based measures like the frequency of occurrence of
convective cells also appears feasible.
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Table 1. Location of the 16 contributing radar sites of the German radar composite.

abbreviation name altitude [m] MIN [m] (128 km) MAX [m] (128 km)

HAM Hamburg 46 2.6 2.7
ROS Rostock 36 2.2 2.9
EMD Emden 58 2.7 2.7
HAN Hannover 81 2.2 3.2
UMD Ummendorf 185 2.1 3.5
BLN Berlin 80 2.8 2.8
ESS Essen 180 2.8 3.0
FLD Flechtdorf 623 2.5 2.8
DRS Dresden 262 1.9 3.6
NEU Neuhaus 873 1.8 2.3
NHB Neuheilenbach 585 2.0 3.0
FRA Frankfurt 146 2.6 4.6
EIS Eisberg 799 1.9 2.4
TUR Türkheim 765 2.1 3.1
MUC München 511 3.0 5.0
FBG Feldberg 1517 1.3 2.0
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Table 2. Reflectivity levels of the PX product.

Reflectivity [dBZ] 1 (7)–18.9 19–27.9 28–36.9 37–45.9 46–54.9 ≥ 55

Rain rate [mmh−1] 0.1–1 1–3 3–9 9–27 27–80 > 80
Class 1 2 3 4 5 6
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Table 3. Three-part Z/R relationship used to calculate rain rate from RX radar products.

Reflectivity [dBZ] < 36.5 36.5–44 > 44

a 125 200 77
b 1.4 1.6 1.9
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Figure 1. Mean altitudes of the near-surface precipitation scan of the 16 contributing radar
sites for the German radar composite. Overplotted by locations of the rain gauges used for
comparing rain amounts for the evaluation (red) and for the adjustment (red and yellow). The
location of the radar sites are represented by its abbreviation in white letters.
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Figure 2. Uncorrected frequencies of occurrence of radar reflectivity level 1 (left panel), level
3 (middle panel) and level 5 (right panel) of the Hamburg weather radar from 2000–2006 (PX
data). The scale is 200km×200km.
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Figure 3. Characteristics of the median of the frequency of occurrence of uncorrupted pixels
with height for equidistant classes of altitude for the reflectivity levels 1 (left panel), 3 (middle
panel) and 5 (right panel) of the Hamburg weather radar from 2000–2006 (PX data).
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Figure 4. Uncorrected annual rain amounts for Germany based on radar composite data RX
from 2005–2009 for all measurements (left) and for only those measurements where all 16
radar systems contribute. The scale is 900km×900km.
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Figure 5. Overview of clutter and disturbances within the radar composite product RX including
clutter pixels (red), spokes (yellow) and the overlapping areas of several radar systems in blue
colours.
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Figure 6. Image detail of the uncorrected annual rain amounts for Germany based on radar
composite data RX from 2005–2006.
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Figure 7. Characteristics of the frequency of occurrence of uncorrupted pixels with distance
from the radar site for the reflectivity levels 1 (top panel), 3 (middle panel) and 5 (bottom panel)
of the overlapping area of the Radar Dresden and the Radar Neuhaus for the years 2005, 2006
and 2009, overplotted by the corresponding median of equidistant classes of distance (red).
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Figure 8. Characteristics of the frequency of occurrence of uncorrupted pixels with distance for
the reflectivity level 3 of one overlapping area of the three weather radar systems of Frankfurt,
Neuheilenbach and Essen for the years 2005, 2006 and 2009, overplotted by the corresponding
median of equidistant classes of distance (red).
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Figure 9. Mean allocation of radar pixels to radar sites within the radar composite RX. The
abbreviations are explained in Table 1.
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Figure 10. Scatterplots of radar and rain gauge pairs of values for the annual rain amounts
before (left panels) and after the correction (right panels) of the RX radar product for the years
2005, 2006 and 2009 (top panels) and the years 2007 and 2008 (bottom panels).
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Figure 11. Annual rain amounts for Germany based on radar composite data RX for uncor-
rected radar data (top panels), corrected radar data (middle) and based on gauge data (bottom
panels) for the years 2005, 2006 and 2009 (left panels) and for the years 2007 and 2008 (right
panels).
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Figure 12. Box-and-Whisker-Diagrams of all corresponding pixels of Fig. 11 separated for each
radar site for the time span 2005–2009. The percential difference between radar data and rain
gauge is shown. The thick bar indicates the median of all differences. The boxes show the
deviation of 50 % of radar and rain gauge pairs of values. The whiskers mark 1.5 times the
corresponding interquartile range or, if not reached, the maximum deviation. The first two boxes
of each diagram represent uncorrected and corrected pixels of the single radar of each radar
site and the last two boxes are uncorrected and corrected pixels of corresponding overlapping
areas.
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